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New Addition to the
Travel Category

THE CABINZERO CLASSIC PRO 42L TAKES THE EXISTING CLASSIC BAG
to a new level with added features, including hide-away straps, trolley slip,
thicker padding on the back and straps, sternum strap, bottle/umbrella
pocket and a laptop and organization compartment at the front. Sporting
a refined, modern aesthetic and available in four colors, bags come with
an integrated lost and found tag and carry a 10-year warranty that can
be upgraded to 25 years free of charge when registered at the website.
MSRP: $150. For more information, visit cabinzero.com.

Polar Bears and
JetPacks

HEYS ADDS SIX NEW DESIGNS, INCLUDING ANIMALS
and fruit, to its popular 2-piece Travel Tots Luggage and
Backpack Set (MSRP: $159.99): Blue Jay, Duck, Polar Bear,
Pineapple, Turtle and Unicorn. These kid-friendly cases
are lightweight – 3.5 lbs. for the luggage and 1.2 lbs. for
the backpack – and durable in ABS/polycarbonate. The
carry-on’s clear inline skate wheels with metal bearings are
designed to be quiet, super smooth and protruding to keep
the case elevated off the floor. The luggage has a colorful,
fully lined interior with double interlocking straps as well as
a zippered divider for internal organization.

Also available
in 32L size,
Classic Pro is
perfect for
the serious
traveler/
backpacker.

Portable Sleeping Pad

IT MAY NOT BE A FULLY RECLINING BED IN FIRST CLASS, BUT THE
Ultra Travel Mat™ by thermalay is definitely coach plus. It unfurls to
create a whole-body sleep surface, with 60 inches of two-inches of high
density foam with a memory foam neck pillow attached for a much more
comfortable experience on long-haul flights and train rides. The outer
cover comes in six patterns as well as black PVC non-slip cover. The
portable mats can be rolled up or folded and used as a cushion and also
act as a barrier between you and the thousands of passengers who have
occupied the seat before you.
The original Travel Mat™,
made from cushy egg cratestyle foam mattress in a
breathable bamboo cover
was selected as the second
place winner of the Product
Innovation Award at The 2018
Travel Goods Show. The original Travel Mat™ is available
with a washable gray PVC
non-slip outer cover. MSRP:
$89.95/The Ultra Travel Mat;
$69.95/The Standard Travel
Mat. For more information, visit
thermalay.co.nz.
The Ultra Travel Mat makes
it possible for travelers to
feel like they’re lying down –
in coach.

Kids can take their Heys’ Travel Tots
Luggage and Backpack Set to school,
on play dates or field trips and as an
ideal carry-on for the next
family vacation.

Heys presents the patented JetPack compressible hanging packing shelf, lightweight yet strong in durable 420D
polyester. Hang up the JetPack to its full length and pack the
six variously sized and shaped
shelves with everything needed for your trip. Once finished,
simply drop JetPack into your luggage
– the collapsible shelves will fall
into one another. Further compress the shelves and tighten
the Jetpack with the compression straps. When you arrive
at your destination, hang
up JetPack in your hotel
closet and unpack in just
seconds by releasing the
compression straps and
expanding the shelves. It
comes in red and black.
MSRP: $119.99. For more
information about Travel
Tots and the JetPack, visit
heys.com.
With the JetPack,
packing and
unpacking is a
breeze, as is
staying completely
organized.
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The Perfect Sport or
Travel Bag

CONSTRUCTED OF TOP GRAIN NAPA LEATHER, ROYCE LEATHER’S
Trolley Duffel has a huge center section on the bottom and a
generous top compartment as well. Zipper top/bottom access on
the upper section offers ease of packing and unpacking. A large
pocket on the exterior holds small
items. The bag also has an
upper handle with a snap fastener, a sturdy metal retractable trolley handle, smooth
neoprene wheels and strong
balance. It is available in
black. MSRP: $600. For more
information about this duffel, visit
Royce Leather’s
royceleathergifts.com.
Trolley Duffel

Sophisticated Spinners

TRAVELER’S CHOICE INTRODUCES THE SILVERWOOD II, A COLlection of 3-piece hardside spinner uprights featuring the company’s patented Cyclone 360-Degree Dual Spherical Spinner
Wheels and patent-pending T-Cruiser Handle System with push
button lock. Sleekly sophisticated, cases are constructed of 100%
MAKROLON®polycarbonate and offered in brushed navy, black and
gray. The 21” carry-on
has a USB port charger
and power bank compartment. MSRP: $999.99/
set. See the cases at
travelerchoice.com.
Silverwood II by
Traveler’s Choice

Top Zip Roller

POLISHED AND PROFESSIONAL, THE LAILA
Lizard Rollerbrief by Cabrelli & Co. is a compact carry-on measuring 17” x 15.5” x 7”
that features responsive in-line wheels. Slip
your laptop into the 15.6” pocket and your
tablet into the bag’s protective fixed sleeve.
A second top-zip compartment and two
side pockets plus a detachable hanging card holder round out amenities.
MSRP: $229.99. For more information, contact bags@cabrelli.net or visit
cabrelli.ca.
Cabrelli’s Laila Lizard Rollerbrief
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Organizing Dynamo

MEET KENNEDY, A 17” LEATHER DUAL ACCESS LAPTOP
Backpack by McKlein, beautiful in brown or black pebble grain
leather and businesslike with flap slip lock closure, front asymmetric pocket with two side pockets and secured and hidden
side zipper pocket. A fully lined interior shows off leather trim
and silver accent hardware; the interior compartment features
built-in laptop protection, tablet pocket and a secured zipper
pocket and organizer for business cards, pens and accessories. Additionally, the bag
has padded adjustable backpack straps and a padded mesh
back with smart strap for piggybacking onto rolling cases. MSRP:
$180. For more details, visit
mckleincompany.com.
The 17” Leather Dual Access
Laptop Backpack by McKlein

Improve Health and
Comfort While Traveling

THE FOOTFIDGET® TRAVELER FOOTREST IS THE ONLY DYNAMIC
footrest on the market specifically designed by physical therapists for use on planes and other transit. The FootFidget Traveler
facilitates gentle exercise to the legs to offset the health concerns
with prolonged sitting in tight spaces. Pressing down with your
foot provides core activation to decrease
low back strain and to increase circulation in legs and ankles. The band and
cushioned footrest provides just the right
movement and resistance for increased
comfort without fatigue. The FootFidget
Traveler’s small footprint makes it highly
portable. It fits comfortably for use on a
plane and requires no tools to assemble/
disassemble. It comes with its own travel
tote bag. MSRP: $59.99. For more information, visit footfidget.com.
The FootFidget Traveler was designed by
physical therapists.

Lock/Unlock With Your
Fingerprint

SAFE SKIES® INTRODUCES THE
TSA-accepted Fingerprint Lock with
biometric technology to enable
travelers to secure their lugSafe Skies’ TSA-accepted
gage with the touch of a finger.
Fingerprint Lock is opened
Protected by Safe Skies’ patents,
by a traveler’s unique
the lock has a built-in battery that
fingerprint.
is safe to travel with on airplanes.
It is available in four colors. MSRP: $9.99. For more information,
visit safeskieslocks.com.
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Beautifully Organized

It’s. . .In The
Bag! Expands
and Moves

KNOMO LONDON HAS CREATED THE ESSENTIAL LONG-HANDLED
box tote with its Blenheim 14” Tote. Easily pack and organize
everything for the journey ahead in this carefully structured premium bag with full grain
The Blenheim 14”
leather trim. Featuring an RFID-protected Tote features Knomo
pocket and removable device sleeve, the London’s trademark
bag may be carried over the shoulder by the
organization.
leather handle or slid over a trolley handle.
It comes in black, navy and berry. MSRP: $229. For more information, visit knomo.com.

In the Box

STOW YOUR CAR MAINTENANCE MANUAL IN THE LARGE GUSSETED
pocket of this Leather-Look Car Glove Box Organizer from
Talus, which also features two slip and one full zippered
pocket. In rich pebble-grained faux leather, the case also
offers a vinyl pocket for roadside protection and insurance cards and a center pen pocket. MSRP: $19.99. For
more information, visit talusproducts.com.
Talus’ glove compartment and console organizer keeps
important car information at your fingertips.

ONE OF THE MOST FULLservice travel shops in the USA
has moved to a new location:
It’s…In The Bag! is now located
at Jensen’s Shopping Center,
Highway 111 and Larkspur, Palm
Desert, CA. The larger space
reflects the continued growth of
the company, which opened 28
years ago, into markets including travel bags, backpacks and
luggage; travel gear; proprietary
MyTag and ‘TudeTag bag tags;
a luggage repair service; and
ongoing travel clinics. The new
location brings more space,
parking and visibility to It’s…In
The Bag!

www.egeetouch.comdf
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